Breed-independent toll-like receptor 5 polymorphisms show association with canine inflammatory bowel disease.
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is thought to be the most common cause of vomiting and diarrhoea in dogs. Although IBD can occur in any canine breed, certain breeds are more susceptible. We have previously shown that polymorphisms in the TLR4 and TLR5 (toll-like receptor) genes are significantly associated with IBD in German Shepherd dogs (GSDs). In order to allow for the development of novel diagnostics and therapeutics suitable for all dogs suffering from IBD, it would be useful to determine if the described polymorphisms are also significantly associated with IBD in other breeds. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate whether polymorphisms in the canine TLR4 and TLR5 genes are associated with IBD in other non-GSD canine breeds. The significance of the previously identified non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the TLR4 (T23C, G1039A, A1571T and G1807A) and TLR5 genes (G22A, C100T and T1844C) were evaluated in a case-control study using a SNaPSHOT multiplex reaction. Sequencing information from 85 unrelated dogs with IBD consisting of 38 different breeds was compared with a breed-matched control group consisting of 162 unrelated dogs. Indeed, as in the GSD IBD population, the two TLR5 SNPs (C100T and T1844C) were found to be significantly protective for IBD in other breeds (P = 0.023 and P = 0.0195 respectively). Our study suggests that the two TLR5 SNPs, C100T and T1844C could play a role in canine IBD as these were found to be protective factors for this disease in 38 different canine breeds. Thus, targeting TLR5 in the canine system may represent a suitable way to develop new treatment for IBD in dogs.